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The lab.
the
Lab.
…this is
my favorite
story.
story?!
doom is
merely relaying the
mission protocols
and uploading
programming
updates!
tell us
another,
doomhead.

please.
your collective
processors have evolved in
unexpected ways. perhaps it is
safe to say undesired ways. you were
designed to blend in to moon girl’s
everyday life. and while she has
been gone, you have started
acting like a bunch of-a gaggle of girls.

what will
happen to us
when lunella
lafayette
returns to
earth?
if she
returns? you
will all be
obsolete.
it is like…
…it is
not unlike
a story…
…we are given
a place on the page
to serve a purpose.
to forward the plot or
dazzle with action or
hang-on-a-cliff. and
when the tale is told,
we are done.

PART
5 of 5:

THERE’S MORE ..
THAN ONE WAY
TO SKIN SCHRODINGER’S CAT
..

“Multiplicity is only apparent. In truth, there is only one mind.” -Edwin Schrodinger
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deep space.
ego and illa.

the living celestial bodies.
…and
then

illa!
I…I do
not need
to hear your
entire life
story.

I’m just
excited to
see you,
daddy.

and there’s so much
to tell--you know,
like my whole
entire life!

but--

but
what?

I’ve got a lot of
questions.

well…
I…

I
you
can…
see…
I…

I
am…

so…
big
day for
you!

hmph!
I thought
you were so
smart. and
good at
astronomy and
whatever you
call space
stuff…

lunella…I
think I have
to go.

which--again,
because I’m a
moon--means
you have to
go.

you
know?
well…
if you
insist.

this entire
moon is me.
so I don’t
really have
“days.”

for me, it’s always been one-sided conversations.
why didn’t you try to alter our orbits so we
could talk? I want to know why you never
came for me.
don’t
you like
me?

…I…

ego has also had one-sided
conversations…

I told myself that you were
where you belonged, that your
orbit was predetermined
by forces of the cosmic
consciousness.

but
seeing you
now showed me
something…

…that
I can be
wrong.

sometimes I told myself
I told
that it was for the
myself that
best. that you needed
it was not
to grow up to be
for me to
independent.
change the
way things
are.

